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CLOSING OUT Stereo Departm~nt. Stereo
[''irlelity C:t!utpmcot 40, :lO~rll off, All reasonabh~ 1)f
£ers arrept.ed. Quality Rtereo. 3-lllfi Ce-ntral NE.
2116-;}505.
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hackpMking equipment. Trail Hans Gydery,ll):ll
San MatPo SE. 256-·9190.
tfn

AM·~~F--;tB~tr;;k re~:order with ali the~g;;oo-fes.
$~~-6_p_e~_mo~-~~~ ~-~:~~5..._ ___ ··-· --..-II' 14

87131.

NECCHT ZrGZAG '75 rloseout. Buttonhole-s. bliOdhems. embroiders. $39 or 10 payments flf $4,00,
262 0637.
11/14
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(!aU AGORA. 277 30ta. Zoi ho11rro.
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STEAK PJZZA at Peplno's on Central. Alsr, daily
lunrht>On iperla[s -·43l(}C'entraf SF;.
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Buropf', AuslrllliA, S. t\rnNit•a, Afrl<'a, ('lt'. All
rr(1hf8, $600 $1200 monthly. N:qt(•IJ.II(IR Jlllitl.
nly,htnrt'l11g. 1•'ter info. Wrltt•: lnll'rllnllonrtl J11h
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\VATEU TRIPS WatM' bf!ds. Watt•r bf'd :::ystNrlS
on sal£" nov.. N('Xf door ln thf- Guild Thl'at:re. 3407
Centr.n~ NE, 26f'-8455
12 4
Ml!IA:-: MrFFLEn for chf'VY. Call 2C5 5495
.n!ter 5.
11 'l8
_..::nnRY Bl'Tvok'Juntosanyway.
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rm.•F, BOOT~ Wonieng "7 .new, :ma.k£ uffer. Pat
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i!AICHLE SKI BOOTS, Men·5 siu- 9. ·s5U. but
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s!i.VEft SHADE Peni1an mi., femalt'!, yea:r oicl
S60 make offer. 76fi.15BB.
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Todd Pink guards impounded ballot boxes.
with it (West's halt of the
count)."
"It puts n crimp in the election,'· Walker said. "I'm kind of
stunned by it."
West's impoundment, which

took effect immediately when the
polls closed at 6 p.m., was accompanied by a written directive
which read, "the reason for this
action is due to complaints filed,
in writing, about campaign
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Thursday, November 13, 1975

na\ld ('. {~ook~of'.Y

m. nrC'nda PNplr.'l,

l ~M )1ounta.m ('Jub m(>C'(mg Wl'd., N<l\1. 12,
";:30 p,m .• rm. 129, ~t'n. Slidt's atld tAlk on
whitt" \\'ntrr kaynking.

l"SM Spurs, W('1L,

Come visit with the manufacturers' reps.
Let these experts show you the new, exciting 1976
merchandise lines including skis, boots, accessories!
See our ski fashion show Thursday and Friday nights.
To be held in our ski department. 300 ski tee shirts will
be given away during the two shows, starting at 8:30.

No"o. 12, $ p.m .. 'ttn. 2SS ~t"B. f:;.:N•uti\."(t ('om
mittN' mf'rtinF; 7:45. snmC' raom.

Get your free ticket to the Salomon Film Festival.
(Quantity limited ... come early!) John Clendenin 73 --74
Freestyler of the year will MC this 90 minute film at UNM's
Woodward Hall Sunday. Meet him Saturday afternoon at Cook's.

PLUS SAVINGS OF $30.95 TO $64.95 ON
FAMOUS SKt BINDING, POLE PACKAGES.

'
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Friday is the deadline for all
pre-registration material to
be returned to the appropriate colleges.

Grads Get Popejoy Discounts

n 12
.. H:\..Y\\"tnF.'' Rand for hir(', Rt~tlo: Cllllntry .lnv:t
('all24:'l Sll-.12. $-'H 5~5.
11 lfl
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GSA Gives Program $2000

FN>ddy ~1nnt.nya. ~h.rk Marhn~l".

''"' A"STf~n: Ali kind ... aftaols~ 294 $026.

•

- .
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violations.
"Until these issues can be
cleared up, the votes will not be
counted and the results of the
election unknown,'' the directive
said.

~

..

See the famous K2 Aerobatics ski
in action.
Thrill as they demonstrate Hot Dog flips o the
special ski ramp on the parking lot outside our store!

Use your Cook's Charge, Master Charge, BankAmericard or Layaway.

::m t"SEn T\''s. $30.$60, 441 Wyoming !-tE, 25ft
5987.

---

JT'i'l'O~

an~ ('llt'l4il
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Rl'~lar hmnnt'!;.S m«:'t>tmg
SpMIOU~ ~w

Over $1000 in merchandise prlzEt1*"'
Drawing to be held Sai'urday,
opportunity to win a free trip to
lnnsbruck, Austria. Drawing to be
*No purchase required.

lmplll'tttnt m('('ling ot th£" t"NM Dt>mOt'rAls,
WNL Sew 12. ':' p.m., rm. !!3t-C". $l"B. Guest
spl'akr:r will b(' ~l.:tt(' ftt.pri"SNlUifl~(' D.nn T~-yon.

FORRENT

The four other ASUNM
justices agreed with Sandcroff
and at 8:30 p.m. last night, ruled
that the tally should begin. The
alleged violation, they ruled,
should be handled later by the
Election Commission.
"It was the Chief Justice who
was involved in the action," said
Donna Gober, ASUNM Associate
Justice. "Tho other justices were
not involved in it."
Stuart Walker, chairman of
the Election Commission, said
last night he "was a little upset

MISCI•:LLANEOUS

W':.\.'J'l'I-~n- l'f"l"rtll'lstnn Ill phnt<lRf:ll~h mC"riiurn to
lt~r~<'
t.flll

.The two candidates had rep orfound eight USDA camcards lying on the SUB cancounter.

Outgoing ASUNM Senator
David Garcia served as a witness
of the alleged violation.
ASUNM Attorney General
Brian Sanderoff said last night
that Chief Justice West had acted erroneously in stopping the
vote tally because of the alleged
violation.
"My opinion is that the election
violation should have been han·
dled by the ASUNM Election
Commission and not the court,"
Sandoroff said. "The law states
that the Election Commission
must decide on violations before
they are taken to court."

TltAVl~L

HIIH·: -NI-~fo:Hl-!Il Au'lhn Tr)O nr ~ hour" IHlhtll
Nov 21 20.277 !lll'i'l
It 14

8.

counting of the results of
ASUNM election
llbe!(an three hours late last night
of a student court orlldered impoundment of the votes.
of press time, the ballots
still being counted with no
liotJic1a1 results available on who
the ten senate seats up for
and on whether the.
lo/opos'€,d ASUNM Constitution
passed.
unofficial tally conducted
in the evening showed,
'A"'"'"'''• that 2041 studnents
in the eledion -a large turfor a fall ASUNM bout.
Chief Justice Aundre
ordered the ballots im·
cd after he received a comof an election violation
candidates Tom Kent and
IDilVid Cooksey.
two candidates alleged
the conllmding USDA slate
campaigned within a few feet
' the SUB polling place, thus
ting ASUNM campaign
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at Winr--'"···r-.c"enter,
Thursday, F
Saturday
November 1
15
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1 1 A~~Nlft'I' JlH-~~'I'U.'WATin~ !lhM<t'l. L<lwf>-;t
Jltlff''l 111 tn\\-n 1-'A"t. plt>Mih~. N('at' t'N~I- t~fl.ll
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WOMA!i's JO·speed, portable sewing machine,
negf.ltiablt:. Diane 266-2995.
11/12
niCYGLES--·l_,owe.'ll prit£•9 and largpsl lle!N:lfofl
of the finest. guropcan makes. GitJJn(·~ $115; B£•r
1ir1s $1fl5. R.G. Hallett's Wodd Ctrampion Blryrlc<;,
2122 COl• I PI SF!. 8~3-9:J78.
Un
S.HEP'S MO'fORC:YC:Lg nct'f'!l'lCJrics & )mrts,
.~trf'"t allll ,Jirt, 9(107 MNIIIUI
Ng, ~921642.
11/14
SGHWJNN VAHSlTY 21i", HN•t•IJliy f!Vl'!'huuh•d,
rleanrd, lnhNI. front lo hark. Nt•W t•nblt•r-;j htakt•
pads 11ll ilr(JU 11d, 2ri114G1 Hobt• rl.
J ltl7
FOH GANON, VIV1'I'AH 20mn1 :J.I!,Irn~ $71i;
n;; 205 ;t;flOtn $125. G11ll Susnn 24:l7~:!aa..
11112
KAY AK-nhnm;t rtt•w dft•k. l•rld nn•dnl with prul
die $WO.~:JI OG9G.
11•1il
NJo;W (:OHONAMA'I'IC: 22/JIJ t•l,•t•trit• lY/li'WI'/l!•J',
t•xt•f'lh•nt t•orulUilm, $~50 ur lw~l ufft•r. ('nil 2,12
7309.
W17
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ASUNM Ballots Impounded Once Again

-----~--

Quality 10·-!peed hirycfe!i:, Camping. hUd:ng, and

iF Ym:.TiHNK yl)u're pregnant and are tonfu!red
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AFRIGAN BEADS. wholesale prke'>. 268-05!!7.
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Mnrron ffnll room 131 or by mail to·~
Claosified Advertising, UNM .Box 20,

Albuquerque, N .M.
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l.EVI',-BLIJE JEA~ big hells always at The

Rates: 15 centH per word per day. one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run Five or more
consecutive duyt~ with no changes, nine·cen·
ta-per-word per day, fno relundH j( cancelled
befor~r,. Jive- inHcrtlons}. Chumified ad·
vertiscments must be paid in l'dvance.
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University College Dean William Huber

ean Questions Need
r Junior College

bers."

By Judy Herrera
college in Albuquerque might increase problems rather
~~:~~~~~:them, said the dean of University College.
:x
the pros and cons of the junior college, Dean William
'Who said he is not advocating either position) said several
must be determined·-whether a need exists, and whether New
.
taxpayers can support it financially.
number of kids going to college has dropped since 1968, and
no junior college then, so why now?" he said.
of the contcnt.ions made by those ndvor11ting a junior college is
•renor·a students for the University who were not prepart'd by

.

response to this was most high sehools offer satisfactory
Prep courst•s, but less studPnts are taking them. So, where
leave high sdwol with inadt•qualo rollt•ge pr!!paration, alterexist, such ns '1' VI, night sehoul, proprietary scbunls and
ing Pdurat ion.
-~~=~~~c:~~~~~ is thorc to gtll ," ItuhPr said. ••Now the studl•nt must
1:;.
'Do I want it'/'
·''I was non mdstunt in tlw liJf>ll'~. aud 1\llW it's filling a llNH! that
ll't,ntmut•d vn

By Ellen Syvertsen
The discount ticket plan for Popejoy Hall's
cultural program was officially restored to the
Graduate Students Association (GSA) Tuesday.
The plan will enable GSA members to purchase
two cultural program tickets per performance at a
50 per cent discount.
Negotiations between GSA President Bill Tryon
and Popejoy Hall Director William Martin began
Oct. 15, in an effort to reinstate the discount plan
abandonedlastMay .
The problem began last spring when ASUNM
discovered GSA was not contributing to Popejoy
Hall's cultural program, while its members were
obtaining discount tickets. ASUNM was giving
the program $20,000, seven per cent of its budget
in order to offset Popejoy's losses incurred by
discounts.
Martin termed the resulting bargaining
procedures between GSA and Popejoy, "a real
jockeying back and forth. Stan Read !GSA
President, '74-'75) would not acknowledge num-

p~_q:l•

71

The final exclusion of GSA from Popejoy's
cultural program's discount tickets occurred when
Mike Cohen, chairman of the Culturai Program
Committee, turned down GSA's bid of $500.
Martin said, "Suddenly, graduate students were
being told at the box office that they couldn't purchase discount tickets and they were told to direct
their complaints to the GSA office."
Monday's negotiations were sealed with GSA's
transferral of $2000 to the Popejoy Hall account.
Tryon said, "My goal is to seek $4000, seven per
cent of our budget, for the continuation of the
student discount program."
The GSA's present 3.5 per cent allocation to
Popejoy accounts for the exclusion of GSA members from season subscriptions; the 75 per cent
discounts have been sold out.
In accordance with the ASONM Senatl'
requirement that programs it funds submit a
statement of purpos.e and a financial report. Direc·
tor Martinn1portcd, "I've purchased $350 worth of

machinery to better evaluate who is using the
discount plan."
The new system requires discount ticket holders
to present an I.D. to aid in the tally.
The first, full-time GSA representative to
Popejoy's Cultural Program. Steve Sehrn~er. has
recently been appointed GSA-Popejoy liaison.
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Supreme Court Justice Doug las Resigns
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-Broken by the "incessant pain" of ill
health, Justice William 0.
Douglas retired Wednesday after 36 years as a liberal
be!lweather of the Supreme
Court. President Ford, who once
tried to impeach him, praised
Douglas as a lion of the bench.
The departure of the trim,
white-haired Justice reduced the
"liberal wing" of the ninemember high court to two memhers-William J. Brennan Jr.,
and Thurgood Marshall, both
veterans of former Chief Justice
Earl Warren's court who often
sided with Douglas in cases involving individual liberties.
Douglas, 77, has been fighting
to regain his health since a stroke
he suffered Dec. 31.
An iron man who developed a
reputation for physical vigor to
match his libertarian judicial
views, he had lived for years with
a pacemaker running his heart
and had overcome the effects of
polio as a child.
Since the stroke, he had at-
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tended court in a wheelchair,
taking almost no part in the verbal cut and thrust of the hearings
and · usually retiring early.
Finally, on Wednesday, he conceded physical defeat in a moving
letter to Ford, his old political
enemy.
"I have been bothered by incessant and demanding pain
which depletes my energy to the
extent that I have been unable to
shoulder my full share of the burden," Douglas said.
He said he had hoped he could
master the handicap of the stroke
and return to full participation in,
court work.
"I have learned, however, after these last two months, that it
would be inadvisable for me to attempt to carry on the duties
required of a member of the
court," he said.
" .. .I hereby retire at the close
of this day from regular active
service as an Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United
States."
Ford, who as a congressman
spearheaded a 1971 drive to im·
peach Douglas on a variety of
charges, accepted the retirement
decision with high tribute for
Douglas as one of the great
figures of Supreme Court
history.
"I want you to know first of all
of my warm admiration for your
valiant effort to carry on the
duties of your high office, despite
your recent illness, with the
same courage and independent
will that have characterized your
long service to your country," he
said in a return letter to Douglas.
"Your distinguished years of
service are unequaled in all the
history of the Court."·
Douglas was appointed to the
bench by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1939 and served

longer than any other justice.
Ford's praise Wednesday was
a far cry from the blistering attack be leveled agairist Douglas
wh:en, as House Republican
leader in 1970, he accused the
Justice of espousing "hippieyippie style revolution" and
'demanded he be impeached.
One of the issues in that unsuccessful impeachment drive
was Douglas' authorship of a
book of political and social
criticism at the height of the
great domestic upheavals over
the Vietnam War. The book was
titled, "Points of Rebellion."
But there was a variety of
other underlying issues, judiCial
and political, and the fact that
Douglas' lifestyle as a man of outspoken liberal political views, a
freewheeling, outdoorsman's
manner, and an unconventional
lovelife- his current wife is his
fourth- simply rubbed many
critics the wrong way.
An opponent of the Vietnam
War, he once ordered a halt to
the Nixon administration's bombing of Cambodia. A devoted
hiker who wandered on mountains, he spoke out loud and often
in behalf of the ecology
movement.
His record on the court is
strewn with dissenting opinions
and rulings that held the Constitution is designed to protect
the ordinary citizen and allow
him to express his beliefs
freely-including, for those so inclined, through utterances and
publications
thought
pornographic by others.
Nearly always, he came down
on the free speech, free behavior,
give-a-break to the defendant
side of the issue-with the
majority in the Warren Court
days and, more recently, in the
minority of the Burger Court.
Douglas' endless rebellion
against majority views, in fact,
led him into two impeachment
situations.
The first came in 1953, when
he granted a stay of execution to
convicted atomic spies Julius and

Ethel Rosenberg at the height of
the "McCarthy" era of cold war
anti-Communism. That impeachment attempt, too, failed,
but so did Douglas' attempts to
save the Rosenbergs. They died
in the electric chair .
Since the retirement of
Warren and the Court appointments of President Richard
M. Nixon, the Court has become
dominated by Justices con-
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sid~re? ~?re conservative iQ

the1r JUdicial and social view
and more the "strict con'
structionists" of
'
law than Douglas.
Besides Douglas, Burger,
shall and Brennan, the other
justices are Byron R.
Harry Blackmun, Lewis
William H. Rehnquist and
Stewart .
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MODEL ORX-5001 • , ••• was $ 600
17 watt~ per channel, min. RMS, all channels
driven, mto 8 ohm load from 30Hz to 20kH
. With no more than 0.5% total harmonic dist~rtlon

By United Press Intemational

MODEL ORX-6001 , •••• was $ 760
25 watts per channel, min. RMS, aiJ channels
drfven, Into 8 ohm load from 20Hz to 20kHz
~lth no more than 0.5% total harmonic
d1stortfon

Clinton P. Anderson Dies
.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.--Former Sen. Clinton P. Anderson,
N.M., who helped pioneer America's development of atomic
energy for peaceful uses, died Tuesday night at his home.
Anderson, 80, had been in failing health for several years.
He served four terms in the Senate before his retirement, J
1973. Anderson, a longtime leader in state and
Democratic political circles, was a congressman and a ~Pr!roh~rv
of Agriculture before being elected to the senate.

'MODEL 221 • , ••• was $180
awatts per channel, min. RMS, both channels
driven, mto 8 ohm load from 40Hz to 20kHz
with no more than l.Or., total harmonic distortion

3 DAYS ONLY

$144

MODEL 331 ••••• sold out
per channel, min. RMS, both channels
8 ohm load from 40Hz to 20kHz
than 1.0" total harmonic

MODEL CQ 3732. , .. , was $29 9
4 x 3 watts continuous (RMS) power Into
8 ohms. 40 watts total (EIA) peak m~sic

$608

3 DAYS. ONLY

power

MODEL Ca 3737 ••. , . was $ 429
4 X 6 watts continuous (RMS) power into B
~~~s(~tiA1%) !otaki hermon/c distortion. 60 watts
pea music power

3DAYSONLY

$704

.

!

$199
3 DAYS ONL..Y

$298

MODEL MS 3728 •• , •• was $ 399
36 watts total continuous (RMS) power·
160 ~atts total (EIA) peak music pow~~
1.9 mrcrovolts FM sensitivity (/HF)
'

3DAYSONLY

MODEL CS 5722 ••• ,, was $ 329
16 watts total continuous (RMS) power. 80
watts total (EIA) peak music power

3DAYS ONLY

MODEL CS 5720 •• , • , was $ 249
~.0hwatts total continuous (RMS) power into
(EoiAm) s. both ch.annels driven. 40 watts total
peak musrc power

1DAYS ONLY

$319

MODEL LM 110,,.,, sold out

$ 208

661_..... was $350
per channel, min. RMS both
d~lven, into 8 ohm load frofn 30Hz
With no more then O.SX, total

3DAYSONLY

MODEL
L

L~~20 •.••• was $170 ea.
L~ 03~0

• • • • • was $200 ea.

$280

3DAYSONLY

$136
3DAYSONLY

$159
MODEL SP 2500 • • • , . sold out

881 ••••• was $530
pe~ channel, min. RMS, both

3DAYSONLY

d~•ven, into 8 ohm load from 20Hz
WJth no more than 0.3%, total

I

$424

I

SP 5500 • ' • • • was S250
120W

AU 4400 •.••. was $200
pe~ cha~nel, min. RMSj both
dr•ven, mto 8 ohm load from 40Hz

3DAYS ONLY

$159

AU 5500 , ••• , was $300
per channel, min. RMS, both channels
load from 20Hz to 20kHz with
0.15% total hal'monlc distortion

30AYSONLY

$239

$224

$232

s

MODEL RS 5740 , , . , , was 179
b watts min. RMS per channel at 8 ohm f
6
h0Hl
t~ 20.kHl ~ith 110 more than 1% ~~~~~m
armomc d1stort1on

3 DAYS ONLY

$143

$263
$199

_TURNT~BLE
··
..SPECIALS.
.
. .
IF.
.
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3DAYSONLY

$15~

3 DAYS ONLY

3DAYSONLY

3DAYSONLY

SYLVANIA Receivers . . ·
MODEL RS 5741 , • , , • was $ 199

$159

3DAYSONLY

$199
MODEL SPl 7500 .•••• was $290
30W

Coeds Given Frat Party Alert
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.-·Coeds at Penn State University
being warned to avoid fraternity parties.
The Committee of Concerned Women is distributing
which say that four women have been raped at fraternity
this year. The leaflets say a drug p"roducing a half-conscious
was slipped into the victims' drinks.
The group planned a demonstration tonight in front of
fraternity house to protest the alleged rapes, and what they
a general mistreatment of women at fraternities.

3 DAYS ONLY

3 DAYS ONLy

ha~~;d~ls~t~or~ti~o~n;~;=-==------~~~--

MOSCOW·-Soviet authorities Wednesday refused dissid~nl iM
physicist Andrei D. Sakharov permission to receive the 191i
Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo Dec. 10.
Sakharov, who helped the Soviets develop the hydrogen bomb,
said he was denied an exit visa on the grounds he possessed
secrets. He has not worked in the nuclear program in
years.

$480

Sansui Spe~kers· ·

551 · • • .• was $260
per channel, min. RMS both
d~iven, Into 8 ohm load from 40Hz
With no more than 0.8% total

Soviets Detain Nobel Winner

MODEL aRX-7001 ••• , , was $ 880
35 watt~ per channel, min. RMS, all channels
d~iven, mto 8 ohm load from 20Hz to 20kH
With no more than 0.4% total harmonic
z
distortion

3DAYSONLY

s

MODEL RS 5742 •• , , • was 279

3DAYSONLY

$223
MODEL RS 4743.,, •• was$3 49
p(roviaes 30 watts per channel continuous
. RMS) power from 20Hz to 20,000 Hz
r~to 8 ~hms less than 0.25% total harmonic
drstortron, 1.8 microvolts FM sensitivity (IHF)

3DAYSONLY

$279

SANSUI FR 3080 ••• ,. was 519 9

3DAYSONLY

$159

SANSUI SR 212 •. , •• was $1 30

w.ow and Flutter

Motor'

a:r~le synchronous

S1gnaJ to Noise Ratio
Frequency Response

SO dB (IEC·B)
20-20,000Hz

4

3DAYSONLY

$104

SANSUI SR 717 ••..• , was $ 350

Sylvania QUAD Receivers
,{

SUGL~grED

59.95

~49\5
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MICIIAEL MURPIIEY
PLUS SPECIAL GUEST STAR I

HEARTSFIEI.JD
DECEMBEll I~ 1973 ,.., 8:13 P.JI.
POPE.JOY IIALL

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.

SOON TO BE

7303 Montgomery NE
(East of Louisiana Blvd.)

TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD STREET
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MODEL RQ 4747 •. , , • was $5 99
25 watts per channel, min. RMS, at 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz, with no more than

0.5% 1otal harmonic distortion
MODEL RO 4748.,.,, was $6 9 9
25 watts per channel, min. RMS, at 8 ohms
fro~ 20Hz to 20kl;l>. ~ith ~~ more than
0. 5)(, total harmonrc drstortron •

If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Unisex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most. ·
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

MODEL RO 4746 ••.•• was $479
15 watts per channel. min. RMS, at 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz, with no more than
1.0% to~al harmonic distortion

3DAYSONLY

$298
3 DAYS ONLY
$458
3DAYSONLY

$499

Motor

Wow and Flutter
S lgnal to Noi.Ge Ratio

20
·pole DC brush less type
0.03%
66dB (IEC-B)

~ARRARD 42M •• , •• was $93
Prckering V15 cartridge
Base and Dust Cover

3DAYSONLY

$279
3 DAYS ONLY

$55
. I

Gf\RRARD 42C ••••• was $88
With cartridge
Base and Dust Covet

3 DAYS ONLY

G:'\R RARD 292 •.••• was $169
wrth Shure cartridge
Base and Dust Cover

3DAYSONLY

D!JAL 1225 .•••. was $215
wrth M91 ED cartridge
Base and Dust Cover

3DAYSONLY

/!aifltb 5' mz WINROCK CENTER

$46
$115
$150
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Semester I, 1975-76

Saturday, Dec. 13-Saturday, Dec. 20, 1975

Individual students finding conflicts in this examination sch d 1
• •
concerned before Friday, Dec. 5. Any student havin mo~e u e .must notify ms~ruc~ors

OPinions

sch1 edu~d in5a~~ o~e day may notify the instructor of th:last exa~~:~:~~~~st:~a~~:;i~~:~

be ore ec. , e mstructor shall make arrangements to iv
·
· · .
flicts arising as a result of scheduling out of normal hou _g t~ a special exammatJOn. Conbe resolved by the instructor of the off-pattern course A; pat erns or day-s.equences must
the examination time of a course m List first secure th~ a mrs ructor ~ho w1shes to change
submit a formal request to the Registrar.
PP oval of his Dean who will then
By Charles T. Daniels
In t~e examination table outlined below, reference is made t th f
•
1
Mr. Keller has expressed what he claims to be an ~pinion
class m the week. In a combined lecture-laborator c
o e Irs~ ecture meetmg of
cerning the election of Ms. P.M. Duffey~lngrassia asH
lecture section. Examinations in laboratory course: m~ur~e, r~ference. IS made to the first
Queen and her political aspirations. Never have I read such
class preceding the examination week or during ex
Y e. given durmg the last week of
'
ammatlon week at the time period in
se~se si~ce the McCarthy Witch-hunts of the early and mid FiftiP.s. this schedule.
Examination
Examination
It 1s obv1ous that Mr. Keller does not understand any-thing about
Cl ass D ay
Class Time
Day
·
t1me
p~litics or becoming an American. "Let's be realistic" Mr. Kelle1,
It IS true that people booed and acted childish as you are still i
See Special Examination Schedule (1)
Fri., Dec. 12
by writing such an unsupportable letter. Yeu seem to view
3:00·5:00 p.m.
and
situation as "America: Love or Leave It but Please Don't
7:00·9:00 p.m.
Waves." Ms. Duffey has every right to do as the law allows and' See Special Examination Schedule (2) (3)
Sat., Dec. 13
8:00-10:00 a.m.
necessary, the laws should be changed. You have suggested
See Special Examination Schedule (4) (5) (6)
Sat., Dec. 13 10:30-12:30
p.m.
she return to England, how ironic. It was of course from that
See Special Examination Schedule (7)
Sat.,
Dec.
13
1:30-3:30 p.m.
England that we received our Independence and built this
and
Country but with People like Ms. Duffey and not by mindless
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Americans as you apparently are.
'
MorWorF
7:30a.m.
Mon.,
Dec.
15
8:00-10:00
a.m.
If Ms. Duffey has learned a great lesson it is that, nothing
TorTh
8:00a.m.
10:30 a.m .-12:30 p.m.
really changed and people are just as prejudiced, .idiotic
See Special Examination Schedule (8)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
narrow-minded as they always were. I personally heard so
MorWor F
12:30
p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
bad remarks about the Election outcome many of which could
M(Evening)
6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.
even be printed on bathroom walls because of the discomfort 1
would offer to the occupant that I feel such people should
MorWor F
8:30a.m.
Tues., Dec. 16 M
8:00-10:00 a.m.
lea_v~ t~e country. .
.
. _
orTh
9:30a.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
I suggest to Mr. Keller that he run for President of the
Special Examination Schedule (9)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Body. Those who wish to vote for him can do so and those
orW or F
1:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
wish· not can do just that. This of course is what he should
orTh (Evening)
6:00,6:30,7:00,7:30 p.m.
7:00-9:00
p.m.
rather than show all of us how Un-American and ungrateful
say nothing of his manners which are deplorable. Long
orWorF
9:30am
Wed., Dec.17
8:00·10:00 a.m.
Th
. .
America.
11:00, 11:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Special Examination Schedule (10) (11)
1:30-3:30 p.m.
W or F
2:30p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
6:00, 6:30,7:00.7:30 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.

Keller's Opinion.

MACHIAVELLI PRESENfS PRINCE GERALOO Wlnl A NEW DEFENSE SECRETARY. ETC. ..

Field Hockey: Thanks Timmy & Hal

I

Editor:
The UNM Field Hockey team
and I would like to express our
gratitude to the Lobo for its
conscie.ntious and sincere
coverage of our sport season.
The effort put forth by the Lobo
has not merely been a courtesy
paragraph, but an informative
and continuous flow of what is
actually happening in competitive field hockey.
I know the other coaches and
everyone
involved
with

women's athletics on this campus appreciate the journalistic
approach which the Lobo offers. Other schools that see our
coverage are impressed. It is
gratifying to work on a campus
where the efforts of the
women's athletic program is
recognized as a meaningful
contribution to intercollegiate
athletics.
.
In special recognition may I
mention Mr. Timothy Gallagher
and Mr. Harold Smith. Mr.

Playboy Politics

r'

By Noel Lambers
Sir Arthur Knight of King Hefner's court is in Albuquerque this
week to recruit our bodies just as the CIA did recently. Both need
us to continue corporate greed. Playboy sells sex: hetero-male
supremacist sex. The appeal is primarily to white middle class
males-the economically secure, pleasure-seeking mimicks of
ruling class values. The method of sales is female oppression.
Capitalizing on society's fear of sexual intimacy and the self-hating
guilt of puritanical ethics, Playboy pawns itself off as liberator of
repression when in fact it militates against women's equality, is anti-lesbian, anti-gay. It perpetuates female subordination and male
dominance, thereby dehumanizing us all. It presents "liberal"
issues, but is as liberal as Rockefeller was at Attica State Prison.
To present women as erogenous zones, as tools of male delight,
is to treat them as real estate as non-person. In Playboy, women
are objects judged by their size and shape. They have no hersotry
only pose and position. The cult instructs in successful performance not relation; in pawing not feeling; in pleasure not mutual
self-esteeming affectionate pleasure; in penis-ego not integrity.
As a male who experiences the "beautiful person," the "real
lover" as the one whose life-style frees society from oppression, I
judge Playboy as viciously divisive within and between the sexes,
toward Third World, and all struggling working-class persons. I
know it is not enough simply to attack the Playboy philosophy
without continuously changing my own sexist conditioning. Yet, I
also realize that I can't effectively change my chauvenism without
working collectively with men to eliminate the male dominance and
privilege from the institutions of society: the family, school,
religion, government, work, media, etc. Obviously, that means
total change, not simple reform.

Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majOrity opinion of the DaTiy lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of tho staff,

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Gallagher has attended all of
our home competitions and
tournaments. I realize that these
may not always be of crucial importance to everyone, but our
team does have a following. Mr.
Gallagher's effort to recognize
more than obvious "stars" is an
asset to his own skills as a
reporter. His objectivity is appropriate. Mr. Smith, as your
Sports Editor has also attended
almost all of our games. Con·
sidering his other obligations
the team certainly considers this
a compliment.
Though our season is not
quite over, may I offer our
thanks for all you have done for
the field hockey team this year.
Your financing the press trip for
our IAIAW Championships was
an extra boost to our team
spirit.
H k .
oc eymgly,
Coach Beverly J. Quinlan

C!

10:30 a.m.
12:30, 1:00 p.m.
Special Examination Schedule (12) (13) · .
orWorF
.
3:30p.m.
(Evening)
8:00p.m.

Thurs., Dec. 18

8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00·6:00 p.m.
7:00-9:00 p.m.

11:30a.m:
2:00,2:30 p.m.
4:30p.m.
3:30,4:00 p.m.
8:00p.m.

Fri., Dec. 19

8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m .-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.
M
7:00-9:00 p.m.

orW or F
5:30 p.m.
Special Examination Schedule (15)
orTh
5:00,5:30 p.m.
ecial Examination Schedule (14)

Sat., Dec. 20

8:00-10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1:30-3:30 p.m.
4:00-6:00 p.m.

1075 Gahan Wilson

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
"Yords,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld · upon agreement
with the editor, irt person.
If a letter is from a group,
please inolude a name, telephone number and address
of a group member
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CRYSTAL LEIF PRESENTS

ocgp~bs fb cif<Qycrs

News Editor
Jon Bowman

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

[[

I

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Teresa Coin

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1975
S•OOP.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Sports Editor
Harold Smith
.Business Manager
Harry Chapman

/

' ··.,_\

orW or F

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Sarah Seidman

Finals
Are
Near
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TICKETS SAO t AIEOUNG MUSIC • NATURAL SOUND tr • GOLD STREEt
GENERAL STORB • CAND'l'MAN !SANTA FEJ

\
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... Center Gives Grants

GSA President Wants Con-Con
By Ellen Syvertson
A breakfast meeting in the
Hilton Inn's Florentine Room last
Saturday occasioned the best attendance yet at a Graduate
Students Association (GSA)
Council meeting.
President Tryon formally announced his plans to organize a
GSA Constitutional Convention,
saying, "The present Constitution is just unworkable."
According to Tryon, the GSA
Council would begin work immediately to create new by-laws.
"The student body must approve the new Constitution," he
said, "And I hope to present the
document to the regents in
January."
The council voted to divide the
GSA "party funds" of $1,000 between a Christmas celebration,

scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 6, Day Care which GSA funds in
and a party in the Spring.
the amount of $8,000 annually. A
GSA Administrative Assistant· statement of moral support to
Michael Sanchez reported that the service received the council's
eight graduate students have approval.
been added to the Grievance
Tryon informed the council
Procedure Committee. The com- members of the purchase of "The
mittee previously consisted of Annual Register of Grant Supeight regents who dealt with port 1975'76", a publication
graduate student's complaints.
which lists every source of grant
Margot Steadman was ap- · monies available to graduate
pointed to research the im- students. The book will be
plications of the differential fun- · available in the GSA office.
ding formula. Differential funThe date for the next GSA
ding, it was noted, would in- Council meeting was set for
crease Teacher Assistant (T.A.) Tuesday, November 25. Location
and Graduate Assistant (G.A.) ofthe meeting will be announced
salaries. Presently, T .A. and in the LOBO.
.
----= ··- . -- -------.:_,
G.A. salaries are $800-$900 lower
than the national level.
Kent
Walz,
GSA
Administrative Assistant, presented a report on the UNM's Child

§€~\llj

German Club meeting Fri., Nov. 14, 3:30p.m.,
Ortega Lounge.

Tonight!
Arthur Knight
Thursday November 13
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall
Arthur Knight - creator of Playboy
magazine's popular and provocative
series Sex in the Cinema is on tour with
his exciting film - lecture presentation The
.
History of Sex in the Cinema
Because sex has always been Topic A
so far as movies are concerned, Mr.
Knight will skillfully and entertainingly
relate the alternating periods of permissiveness and repression in the movies,
to their historical, sociological and
psychological roots.
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Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00 General Admission $2.00

....

•

Clearwater Benerit Concert Fri., Nov. 14, 7:30
p.m.~12 midnight in the cellar of Hokona Dorm.
Admission 50 cents. Sponsored by UNM
Folksong Club.
Kappa Mu Epsilon business meeting, Thursday,
Nov.l3, 7:30p.m. 4th floor lounge, Hum. Bldg.
Entry blanks. for the Mirag~ cover can still be
picked up in the Alumni office, 2nd Ooor, SUB.
UNM Folksong Club meeting Thurs., Nov. 13,
8·10 p.m., rm. 253, SUB. Anyone interested in
helping in benefit concert set-up especially
welcome.
Recreation and Leisure Club meeting Thurs.,

Nov. 13, 7:30p.m .. rm. 253, SUB.
The Student Organization for Latin American
SLudies (SOLAS) will sponsor an informal
discussion session with Dr. Fernando Belaunde·
Terry, former president of Peru and
distinguished scholar on Latin American affairs
Thurs., Nov. 13, 3:30p.m., rm. 335, Ortega Hall.

Thunderbird magazine is accepting submissions
for spring semester issue. Art work should be sub·
mitted in person, Writt("n submissions should be
submiLted with a scJf.addressed, stamped en·
velope. Submit to rm 132, Marron Hall or mail c/o
Thunderbird, UNM Box 20, Alb. 87131.
Entry blanks for the Mirage cover contest can
still be picked up in the Alumni office.
N.C.H.O. members: Please pick up your raffle
tickets atN.C.H.O. oHice as soon as possible.
Any students inter~sted in having Math 319,
Theory of Numbers, orfered spring semester,
please leave your name with the math department
se~rctary in Hum. 415.
Kiva Club members who wish to plan for the '76
Nizhoni Days are urge to attend the committee
meeting on Thurs., Nov. 13, 7 p.m .• Native
American Studies Center.

• •

an.exquisite
movie~'
.
-REX REED

IS

UNM Ballroom Dance Club meeting Fri., Nov.
14, 7 p.m., rm. 101, Carlisle Gym,

Students now pre·registering for 2nd semester
who are concerned with job discrimination in Alb.
will be interested in a 3·credit course which offers
real experience in battling the discriminators. The
course is Independent Study GS·299. For more in·
fo con tad Elaine .Baca, PIRG office, Mesa Vista
Hall.

Syndicated Columnist

6:110-

Attention Engineering Students! Info on
Hughes Aircraft Fellowship and ScholarshiP
Program for grad study in engineering available
at Career Services Centerj 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista
Hall-South, rm. 2131.

, 9:45 ST
8:00 SID

University Fights
Post Office Ruling

Wontinued from page 6)

Ernest Gurule

Center Gives Grants
To Cultural Programs
· By Aurora Lawrence
While consultants from UNM's Cultural Awareness Center
fly all over the country, their humanistic skills are seldom
here on campus. That is the opinion of CAC's new director.
Ernest Gurule, a staff specialist at CAC since 1973, succeeded
John Aragon as director Oct. 20.
"One of the things we really hope is that the University
ments start utilizing our services and inputs as well as CAC
able to use them," he said.
"It is very' unfortunate we have to fly a guy in from ·~;~,~~"~i';~;i•;
1
when the same expertise may be· here. There is no c'
with UNM departments other than the College of Education and
Women's Center," Gurule said.
Gurule is a native New Mexican from La Jara, whose 25-year
perience ranges from rural school teacher to school admi':nistra.toran
advisor to Central American countries. He said this "should be a
interesting year,"
CAC's most important concept, the Mini Grant, designed to
CAC's most important concept, the Mini Grant, designed to
talented teachers develop materials for multicultural-type n"''u"m'
has funds available for 40 proposals, twice as many as last year.
ts ranging from $300 to $2500 are available to school districts
special projects such as the writing of a community's hiotnrv.
school districts, in turn, distribute their materials to other
he said.
Gurule, who has also served as consultant to the Republics
Venezuela, Paraguay, Colombia, Ecuador and 20 states in the
said the ultimate goal of CAC is to have state public school
take a multicultural approach to curriculum revisions in their
A new component for workshops on sex discrimination was
this year. The UNM Women's Center has been working with
this component, he said.
CAC holds workshops in six other basic areas: revision or
ment of curriculum materials; staff training; community
modification of administrative structures and procedures;
sultation regarding student and/or faculty assignments
assessment of specific needs incident to desegregation.
Assistance in teacher strategies as well as technical ass:istrtncet
given to school districts when requested. CAC shows the
ministrators how to apply affirmative action by utilizing the
within the school staff, he said.
Gurule also said:
--Students are beginning to be concerned about, or are proud
their culture;

.. students are becoming successful;
--CAC does ~ot deal directly with students;
.. CAC provtdes consultant money to the school districts for video
tapes .and tape cassettes so the "old folks" can record folklore-type
matenals;
·
--CAC staff has been requested to introduce total cultural
awareness in many school districts and has been very well received.
"To deal with prejudice you have to deal with it as you would with
cancer. If we ever find out the cure for cancer, we will know the
process of cancer," he said.
"With prejudice you have to know those things that made you
beco~.e t~at war- You have to ask yourself, 'Why did I become this
way? Is tt termmal or can something be done about it?'"
Guru!~ said prejudice must be cured through the humanistic approach-- to love people because .they are people.
"If people know their condition, can analyze it, realize prejudice is
· detrtmen~al to them, and that prejudice takes a lot away from them,*
the~ I be!tev_e they.can do something about it," he said.
Smce !ts !nceptwn CAC has worked with most of the state's 88
school dtstrtcts. Someone from almost every district has attended
CAC workshop_s. _People have become highly motivated and the
results are begmnmg to show, but no two school districts have the
same problems, he said.
G.urule called New Mexico'~ situation "peculiar." In many districts,
busmg would not solve anythmg. If you move 90 Chicanos to another
school, you still have 90 Chicanos.
. ""W_e don't have the pr~b.lem of balance of most New Mexico school
dtstrtcts. The larger ctttes in New Mexico are already doing
something about desegregation. We don't have the problems that
exist in other cities of the U.S.," he said.
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By Charles McElwee
Rask said an appeal of Duvall's l'>"
UNM has been set back in its decision will be made to the 0
attempt to continue mailing the judicial officer of the Postal Ser- ti
University Bulletin under second vice.
~
class privileges .
He said UNM will argue that ';.
Postal Service Administrative the 1904 precedent under which o
Law Judge William Duvall last Duval made his decision is "sim- 8"
r-e.ma•na•o Belaunde- Terry
week ruled the Bulletin is not. a ply erroneous."
periodical and thus cannot be
:·~e will argu; that the ~
mailed second class.
ortgmal Post Offtce decision (1)
UNM Attorney Peter Rask many years ago to grant the
yesterday said he intends to ap- Bulletin second class privilege,s ~
peal the decision.
was the correct one," Rask said. ,_.
For the past 47 years the "They didn't make that decision .?:J
Bulletin has been granted second for no reason, in other words, tc;
class status. UNM Secretary they knew what they were CJ'l
Dr. Fernando Belaunde-Terry, John Durrie, in what he called doing."
a former president of Peru, will "an off the cuff estimate made
He said, "On the evidence, we
speak tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the nearly a year ago," said the feel we've put in proof on the
Kiva.
University could lose about meaning of the wol"'d periodical,
$50,000 a year • under Duvall's and the point in our brief is that
Belaunde-Terry, who was decision.
Duvall's decision is clearly conPeru's chief of state from 1963 to
Durrie said the school would trary to the evidence."
1968, will discuss the topic "A be forced to go to first class mail
Rask said that in similar cases
Self-Sufficient Hemisphere."
for the Bulletin if Duvall's ruling to date the decisions, about a
A renowned architect and holds, because third or fourth dozen in all, have gone against
universities.
regional planner, he was exiled class is too slow.
The
Bulletin
includes
issues
!Continued [rom. pogo I)
•••
of
from Peru in October 1968 after a
was unmet in the past. So what unmet needs are there for a junior military coup disposed his gover- the general catalog, Law and
Graduate School bulletins and
nment.
college to meet, and how much duplication would result?"
other
special bulletins.
Huber said a number of students today want non:baccalaureate
Belaunde-Terry
will
return
to
Durrie
said two bills are pendegrees, and UNM, as well as the University of Albuquerque offers
Peru
next
month
by
invitation
of
ding in Congress which if passed,
m~.n~ such p~ograms, as do the local business colleges and T-VI:
President
Morales
Bermudez.
would
allow universities to mail
I just don t know what would be expected of a junior college--will it
in
English.
His
lecture
will
be
their
bulletins
second class.
take 12 years ~lu~ two plus four for what used to be 12 plus four?
What would a )Untor college do besides bail out students from what
they didn't get in high school?" Huber said.
The ACT ~cores of entering freshmen have fallen over the past few
years, he satd, but he wondered if a need exists just because test
scores fall.
The ·Cultural Program Committee
Can New Me;cico taxpayers support a junior college, assuming the
The Associated Students UNM
need for one extsts, he asked.
!lu_b?r reasoned that with our limited dollars, we must establish
P~JOri!tes: W; must give the best education for a number·of people
Without dtlutmg the educational quality, he said.
If the junior college idea would be impl(lmented. Huber thinks it
should be separate from UNM.
. "The quality of life is import<.nt, and we lose a bit of it everytime we
Increase the number of people on the main campus."
·
Present
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Ex-President
Of Peru To
Speak Here
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POPEJOY HALL

A Company of Talent and Excitement
The

San Diego
Ballet Company
.
Program
I. Napoli - A joyous wedding celebration is

.'

threatened by witchcraft
II. Harp Concerto- The harp is featured in the
Music by Boieldiey, the dancing is an
inventive blend of classical & modem
III. Paquita - Virtuosity abounds to the exciting
music of L. Minkus

l
i

Sunday, November 16 - 8:15 pm
AND
The Hilarious All Black B'Way Award Winner

DON'T BOTHER ME-

I CAN'T COPE
~lngmar

Bergman's,.....

SCENES FROM Till

v
!

Broadway's Best Musical of 1974
Monday, November 17 - 8:15 pm
Tickets For Each Show Now Available
$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
Undergrads with activity cards and graduate
students carrying six hours or more
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

suN-Mor-.1

~R~~~~~~¥n !~JI_!~ ~~JI
The'""ivE.S-"TH~
seventh Seal

:tlouutuht Q!bulet
6307 Menaul N.E.
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., Smo.ll. Glimpses of Fto.nk Ftazetto.
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Kundeta Wtltes on Lust & ltony·
With an Occasional Dig at Politics

lmnglnntlon Run Rnmpnnt
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~ "The Fantastic Art of Frank
o Frazetta"
Introduction by Betty Ballantine
_g Bantam Books/$10.00 (hardcover)_
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By Terry England
If you are the type of person
that dreams of well-endowed
women who wear practically
nothing as a matter of course, are
free spirited, strong willed and
proud, then Frank Frazetta is for
you. That is, if you can get by
equally well muscled men with
razor-sharp swords and hard
clubs who have just as much interest in those women as you do.
Unless, of course, you don't
care for well-endowed women,
preferring instead well-endowed

men. Take heart, Frazetta has
plenty of those, too.
The settings for these special
people are as imaginary as ·one
man can make them. They are
usually used to illustrate
somebody's story of science fiction or fantasy, but the works can
stand alone. They have to in this
book; because with few exceptions they are not labeled as
to what story they were
originally used for.
As with most of the books that
have come out recently featuring
this kind of art, the collection is
not complete. It is called the
·"Fantastic Art of Frank Frazetta," and from that you expect it
to have all or most of the works
of Frazetta. Whether it is the

best of Frazetta is not made
clear, but the reader only gets a
small glimpse of the total
capability of the artist, Who
made the selection is not clear
either, because there is no pattern, instead the works are
pres en ted one after another, and
the reader must sav!lr them as individual units instead of a
cohesive whole. (There is hope,
however. There is an indication
in the introduction there may be
more volumes published of
Frazetta's work.)

1404 lead Ave., SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Calvin Beach, Pastor Church 242-2606
2804 Florida Ave. NE
Res. 881-5323

Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches
Reqsonable Prices
Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
. A"
Telephone 765-5671
~.... aJ~ 1~00 Central SE
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"The Silver Warrior," one example from Frank Frazetta.
Another is at lower left,

out from all the rest, to the point
where readers frequently bought
books not for their contents but
for the cover art." The introduction rambles on about
comic strips being a training
ground for artists, a training
ground often over-looked or
ignored.

This book of some of his work
has some nice color reproduc·
tions of the fantastic imagination.
Every detail is complete, every
color works toward the whole.
The pen-and-ink drawings are a
little less complete as far as
background detail goes, but the
main action is all there.

The amount of work that must
go into strips taxes ingenuity and
style, so only the talented
remain. Even so, a really successful artist sometimes has a
staff doing the little dirty work.

In the paintings dealing with
the more horrible side of life, the
central action is surrounded with
lesser things not directly in·
volved in the action. These may
take the form of creatures wat·
ching, or sometimes a bigger
thing of evil waiting to snare the
hero who is tired from the battle
just won. "Swamp Demon" has a
lovely and helpless lady
threatened
by
something
nameless from the swamp, with
no hope the calvary will rescue
her in the nick.oftime.

Frazetta is not like that, instead working the conception
from start to finish. Even after
the drawings return from the
,_ publisher, Frazetta will often redo the whole thing (which should
make a publisher real happy) until he thinks it is right.

Fine
custom
Ricture .
~~~m!ng
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ACROSS FROM THE LOBO THEATER
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because he has decided to outdo
the B.V. in piety to gain her affection.

I

The school board threatens to
fire Edward; but agrees to allow
him to stay on the condition that
he report to the director once a
week, ostensibly to get deChristianized, but really to sleep
with the old woman. Meanwhile
the B.V. hears how Edward has
put his future on the line for
Christianity and offers herself to
him.
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Cleo.rwo.ter Benefit
Edward's reaction? He is
angered and disgusted by the
irony of the situation, by the fact
that his faith (albeit false) would
make the B.V. abandon hers. He
dismisses her and cries to the
world, in a perfect statement of
the Kundera credo: "Ah, ladies
and gentlemen, a man lives a sad
life when he cannot take anyone
or anything seriously."

!
;i

Friday night the Cellar of Hokona Dorm will be the site of a
benefit concert for the Clearwater Sloop at 7:30p.m.
The Clearwater Sloop sails for the purpose of reminding
people about the importance of keeping the environment intact.
It is also used as a tool for nautical education.
Because the sloop has suffered extensive damage and may not
be able to sail next season, the concert sponsors will donate the
profits to help pay for repairs.
For more information, call Jon Stein at 266-7023.
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3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE 255·3239
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''Dr. Demento 's Delights"
!Varner Bros./BS 2855

Savages-a homosexual Johnny
Cash. It is unfortuante that the
back-side of "The Ballad of Ben
* * *
· By John Feldman
Gay," a questionable inThe Brothers at VVarner strumental called "The Silly
Records surprised me when they Savage," was not included on this
released a'most peculiar album a collection album. But the Dr.'s
lew weeks ago. What a pleasure "Delights" is only a teaser and in'
it was to see and hear a copy of troduction to the style of Demen"Dr. Demento's Delights."
to.
Barry Hansen, better known
"Who Put The Benzedrene in
as disc jockey Dr. Demen to, has a Mrs. Murphy's Ovaltine" is a jazweekly radio show over station zy song by Harry "The Hipster,"
KMET in Los Angeles; portions Gibson recorded in 1944. Acof which shows are syndicated cording to the liner notes it was
and broadcast throughout the the "first 'upper' song in pop
country.
· history." It's a cute number.
An Allan Sherman song,
Each · week Dr. Demento finds and plays the most demented "Hello Muddah, Hello Fadduh,"
records he can find. He plays is by no means demented, but it
strange comedy records too, but is included on the album because
it is the demented portion of his the late Sherman's music has
programming that has brought found a showcase on the Dr.
success to the Dr. His radio show Demento Show. The Dr. plays a
features a chart of the most lot of Allan Sherman records, yet
popular demented tunes for a it is sad that there was not such a
given week.
forum for Sherman's music when
he was still alive.
·
The best song on the album is
Some of the number one -sick
"Get
A Load of This" by R. ·
songs from past Dr. Demento
shows can be found on the Crumb and His Cheap Suit
"Delights" album, which is a Serenaders. This is the same R.
hand-picked sampler of modern Crumb that you might remember
and early dementia of the record from Zap Comic books, a cartoonist of underground reknown.
World,
"Get
A Load Of This" features
Some of the songs on the
some
hot
licks and the finest
album cannot truly be considered
written
in recent years.
lyrics
~usic, and few are ear-pleasing.· What pith ...
Smce the humor of Dr. Demento
Bring a load 'a R C Cola
is ,superficial you don't need too
lhtck a skin to withstand these TV dt'nner, a plate of Twinkies
selections. Dr. Demento doesn't and it takes a pink Burrito
t;y to hurt anybody, he's just a for to keep me clean ...
"Ya Wanna Buy A Bunny" is
strnple, wierd character who
loves sick and peculiar music. one of the ugliest songs of all
These cuts are a lot cleaner than times. It will amaze you every
some of the choices that the Dr. time you hear it. The fact that it
uses on his show.
was recorded in 1949 is no excuse, it's just plain ugly. The
popular record of 1966, "They're
b"B oobs A Lot" is a lively tune Coming to Take Me Away, Ha·
b out the joys of the .female ha," is good for one or three plays
breast and the locker room, done on your record player,
nYa group called The Holy Modal
You may love it, you may hate
0Unders. "Boobs A Lot" is
it, but the question still remains:
~lio~ed by "The Ballad of ~en are the songs on "Dr. Demento's
ay • by Ben and his Silly Delights" music?

Since I don't know what story
(if any) the drawing is for, it
drives me crazy. Such is the
quality of work of Frank Fraze!·
ta-the ability to make you enter
emotionally into the action.
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The main characters hJ all the
tales in "Loves" are Don Juans,
men who collect women for the
sake of collection. Complications
generally arise when these men
tell lies to cover some of their activities they do not wish to admit
to their current partners. The
last of the seven stories, "Edward and God," is typical.
Edward lusts after a beautiful
virgin (B. V.). She refuses him
her favors because whe is a
devout Christian, even though
the communist community where
the action takes place disapproves strongly of this faith. Edward then decides to feign
Christianity himself in order to
impress the B. V.
Unfortuntely, the old-maid
director of the school where Edward teaches, who has hired him
because of her fondness for
young men, discovers him once
coming out of a church and
another time genuflecting in
front of a crossed telephone pole
in the street, which Edward does

Demented music Collection
For Demented Lovers

POOR Mfi"S
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By Chris Belcher
Milan Kundera is probably
Czechoslovakia's most influential
fiction writer. His best known
work, a novel entitled "The
Joke," tells the story of a stude_nt
who is forced out of school and mto the mines after making fun of
his girl friend's exhuberant
political support of the reigning
party.
Most of the stories "Laughable
Loves," recently translated by
Suzanne Rappaport, have themes
quite similar to that of "The
Joke:" The man who takes other
people lightly will be himself
taken lightly. The collection of
short stories also shares with the
rrovel the distinction of being
banned in the author's native
country.

~

f/Jajtlid ~lieach

---~
Very Fine European

Loves"
MiW.rn K undera
Penguin/$3.50

r~w
A short biography is provided
in the introduction, and a surprising thing to learn is that the
helped Kurtzman, Elder and
Davis draw "Little Annie Fanny"
for Playboy magazine. He doesn't
now, and I thought I noticed a
change in Annie lately. She
seems a little less full, but thatmay be my own imagination.
In 1964 Frazetta hit his stride
when Edgar Rice Burroughs was
being reprinted and he was able
to do- the covers. "From the
beginning," the introduction
says, "the quality of his art stood
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Centers Battle to Start

....

'S

NCAA Faculty Rep Says
UNM 'Very Competitive'
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Both players, who have been
the starting spot all
season, are thought of as the best
players on the offensive line by
Coach Bob McCray, offensive line
coach.

g battling for

.'f<
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These standouts have a lot to
0
,...., do with the recent success story
~of the Lobos.
--

-

~

p..

to be a factor in the game,
however, their linebackers had
to do what Green and Wilson
kept the defensive guard from
doing.
·
Steve Wilson, from Solano
Junior College in California, and
Dave Green, out of Ellsworth
Junior College in Iowa Falls,
Iowa, both agree there is quite a
change from junior college to a
major college.

McCray has only praise for
Steve and Dave. McCray said
these men have been outplaying
some very tough defensive guards in the conference. He also said
"It's more intense and there's a
they have the potential to b4l alllot
better coaching," Wilson said
WAC.
about major college football.
Both Junior College AllAgainst Arizona State, a game Americans, they seemed to have
the Lobos lost (13-6) the Sun made the change to big school
Devil nose guard was supposed football very well, and Green also

'

Free Daytime Activity Concert

UNM Jazz Band
I

1
1
I
I

North Ballroom . Friday, November 14

12 noon - 1 pm

Sponsored by ASUNM and Student Activities

..~~,

SNOWSHOEING
EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

SALES- RENTALS- CLINICS- GUIDE SERVICE

TRAIL
HAUS
since 1967.

256-9190
1031 San Mateo S.E.

Western Wine and Liquors
is having a
Free Wine & Cheese
Tasting Featuring
Italy's Finest Wine
Bolla Soave (white)
Bola Bardolino (red)
With cheese by ~i~k~f1

tf~rM~.
OF OlliO
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"You have to be set up before
he hits you," he said.

(Continued on page 11)

Friday Nov. 14
3:00 - 7:00 pm
Saturday Nov. 15
3:00 - 7:00 pm

35 Winrock
Center NE
298-7811

Dave Green snaps the ball to second-string quarterback
Noe! '}l'azzone. Green vies with Steve Wilson for the starting
posttton.

Volleyballers Want Varsity Status
By Harold Smith
The UNM volleyball club,.
which has visions of Southern
California, came before the intramural and recreation board
Monday asking for enough
money ($850) to get nets, antennae, balls, ball bags, uniforms,
markers and tape.
The board, however, recommended the club should receive
$470. The $380 slice came

~~~~the~b~r~~t
:.; :.; :.; :.; ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., - ,., ,.;; ,.,
for net equipment.

.SKI TOURING
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had to switch also from offensive
tackle. He admits the blocking
assignments for the center are
easier, but said it is harder for
the center to get .his head up
quickly.

When asked what factors are
involved in driving good centers,
Steve said, "The main thing is
pride, pride and desire." Steve is
a senior in B. U.S. who has started most of the season.

Intramural and Recreation
Coordinator Bill DeGroot said
the volleyballers should be able
to use the same equipment the
women's varsity volleyball squad
uses. He said he would talk to the
people in charge of the gear at
Carlisle gym today if Rob Lloyd,
president of the club, would call
him at his office.
Lloyd said the women's coach,
Kathy Marpe, had allowed the
team access to the nets, but that
the club did not like being held
liable for the equipment when it
was not using it. He said he was
afraid the club would be blaimed
for some loss or damage, and suddenly would lose the use of the
apparatus in the middle of a
season.
Faculty representative Neosha
Mackey motioned that the club
would have to get the sport
material from the women, and go
through the purchasing office for
the uniforms.
"We're in a limbo," Lloyd said,
"between being in intramurals

IRacketeersl~

Super Conference Not Planned

By Steve Ulibarri
A very important position, but
~ often
overlooked. and deo emphasized by most people, is
:Z:, the offensive center. The position
J5 is occupied on the Lobo football
j team by both Steve Wilsoh and
:>.Dave Green.
Q.l

and a regular men's sport. We're
not in a position of being . a
WAC participant, but we are
working as hard as we can
toward that goal."
Leon Griffin, chairman of the
health, physical education and
recreation department (HPER),
said, "Your (Lloyd's) projections
are unrealistic. I'd bet my last
dollar that the chances for a
WAC volleyball team here are a
thousand to one."
ASUNM President Alan

David Darling

l.obo Photo

Wilson, who presided over the
board as acting chairman, said
there was "no way" the athletic
department
would
absorb
another minor men's sport when

Ehud Lador
Israeli Consul-General in
Houston will answer questions
and discuss current issues.

it was having so much trouble
funding the present ones.
Lloyd said after the meeting
he was discouraged by what- ·
Griffin said, but still believed the
club was capable of gaining varsity status.
The UNM hang gliding club
representative asked the board
to recommend $630 for the pur·
chase of two used kites. The
board decided to suggest to the
ASUNM Finance committee that
the club receive the total $630 on
the condition it would not come
back to the board next semester
for additional funds.
In a discussion of the overall
role of the board DeGroot said, "I
would oppose going through
ASUNM for intramural funds,
We should continue funding
clubs by ASUNM, or one-shotim·
provements, but for on-going
areas on an every-year basis we
should go through the College of
Education."
College of Education Dean
David W. Darling said, "there is
a separate budget sheet now lor
intramurals." He said the in·
tramural department should go
to the College of Education to
finance intramurals without
having to go to ASUNM each
year.
"I tend to agree with Dean
Darling," GrifHn said. "\Ve
shouldn't rock this budget."
In the "nuts and bolts" aspect
of intramurals, DeGroot said,
"There is probably a 6000 or 7~00
participant ceiling in competit1ve
intramurals" here at UNM.
"Students," he said, "just aren't
as interested in formal activities
anymore as they are in informal,
drop-in recreation.
"If we came anywhere close !o
national standards though wed
look pretty good in participation.
"When a commuter goes back
and forth and is third in line: af·
ter awhile he says, 'Hey, forget
it.
Wilson suggested the Office
of Research and Consumer Af·
fairs (ORCA) conduct a surv~Y
determining the priorities fo~ Jn·
tramurals
and
recreatwn.
DeGroot said, "We do need 8
comprehensive look at where w:
are, and where we will be io-2
years from ~o':" ."
., . ., ...
1 ,;

Thursday, November 13, 1975
at 1:30 p.m.
SUB Room 231 D &. E

.Coffee will be served

By Rick Wright
said, "but right now the NCAA is
Despite recurring stories still thinking in terms of the enabout the establishment of a tire division."
"super-conference" for the top
Martinez said, however, that
major-college athletic powers, there has been discussion of
the NCAA is not yet planning restructuring the NCAA to give
such a change, UNM NCAA Division One schools, which
Faculty Representative Jose . make and · spend more money
Martinez said last week.
than Division Two and Three, a
Martinez, a civil engineering more
realistic
vote
in
professor, said the NCAA has establishing rules and policy.
made no move to split up its
"There's a move to give each
Division One, to which UNM division more autonomy," he
belongs with such schools as Ohio said. "Anything having to do
State, Southern California and with Division One, those schools
Oklahoma.
will' decide, and not the entire
·"It may eventually come to
NCAA. I feel that's more apthat (a super-conference)," he propriate."

As the NCAA, is now structured, he said, Division One is often outvoted by the smaller
schools on issues not pertaining
to Divisions Two and Three.
Martinez said he doesn't really
know how UNM came to be
grouped with the major athletic
powers.
"The only thing you have to do
to compete in Division One is to
play Division One schools," he
said.
"The only criteria I've seen
lately are scheduling and to sonie
degree attendance at football
games," he said. "I'm sure they
started out with enrollml!nt and
other criteria, but I guess you'd
have to go back in the history of
the NCAA to find out for sure."
He said that, while UNM does
not have the athletic budget of
Ohio State or of Arizona State in
the Lobos' own conference, he

feels New Mexico can compete
successfully on that level.
"Expenditure and success are
related, but there are personalities involved, too," he said.
"I think that last two years we've
been very competitive.''
"Some schools are stronger
than others in some sports, but
that could be a matter of personalities," he said.

Most of UNM's tennis team
will return to Colorado Springs
this weekend to finish competition in the Intermountain Indoor Tennis Tournament.
Winners of singles and doubles
competition up to the round of
sixteens included senior Chris
Oates, sophomores Tim Garcia
and Mike Vogl, and freshman
Ron Wheeler. The netters are
hopeful for a first place finish.
Coach Tim Russell said any
prize money won will for the
most part go to the UNM Tennis
Foundation Fund, although the
winners will be allowed to keep a
share of the money.
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... Centers Battle to Start
W<lntinucd from pag~ 10)

Asked if the Lobos had a real
team effort in upsetting then13th-ranked Arizona (now 18th),
Green a junior studying
oceanography, said, "We really
expected to beat Arizona.''

Talking about the fans, they
both would like to see more come
out to. the stadium to watch them
play, but Steve said he thinks
they are just great. Since he's
been here at UNM, the same fans
h_ave bee~ attending, in good
times and m bad. With help from
Green and Wilson, football times
are looking good.

Women Have 'Satisfying Season'
By Tim Gallagher
Heading into the final weekend of what Lobo
Marpe said, "I finished where we thought we
Coach Kathy Marpe has called, "a satisfying
would.
We even won some games that I didn't exseason," the UNM women's volleyball team will
pect
to
win.''. S~e sa.~d the season has been a good
travel to Utah for four games.
one
for
rebmldmg. It looks really promising for
On Thursday the UNM women play Weber State next year,".
she said. "This past weekend I may
and Utah State. The Lobos have an off day Friday,
and on Saturday they will face Brigham Young and h~ve recruited some good players at the state
Utah. Marpe said, "BYU is tough, but I don't see hi9.h-~chool volleyball championships," Marpe said.
, With. the combination of incoming athletes we
any reason why we can't win three out of four."
will have, and the people back from this year it
. ~~ the Lobos fulfill Marpe's wishes they will looks really good for us next year. Mary Brazes
fm1sh the campaign at 8-9 including non-conference an_d Marybeth Roberts have really improved "she
play.
sard.
'

NOTICE TO AJ,L TAXPAYERS
THE 1975 TAX SCHEDULE WAS DELIVERED TO
P. TIMOTHY EICHENBERG BERNALILLO COUNTY TREASURER
ON THE 17th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1975
First installment of 1975 property taxes due November 1, 1975 and delinquent December 1,
1975. Second installment of 1975 property taxes due April 1, 1976 and delinquent May 1, 1976.
Taxes ·not paid prior to delinquency date incur interest at the. rate of one (1) percent a month,
or fraction thereof, as well as penalty of one (1) portion of a month, they remain unpaid The
total penalty shall not exceed five (5) percent of the delinquent taxes due except when the
Penalty is less than $5.00 the penalty imposed shall be $5.00. Payments may be mailed to:
P TIMOTHY EICHENBERG
BERNALILLO COUNTY TREASURER
P.O. BOX 627
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87103
WITNESS my hand this 17th day of October, 1975.

P. TIMOTHY EICHENBERG
BERNALILLO COUNTY TREASURER

!
\

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops into
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
·thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cente per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with' no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no re!unds i( cancelled
before five insertions), Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N.M.
8713~.
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1. PERSONALS

PREGNAN'f AND NEED HELP? You have fricn.
ds who care at Birthright 247·9819,
tfn
IF YOU 'i'HINK you're pregnant and are confused
about it. Call AGORA. 277·3013. 24 hours.
11/14

STEAK PIZZA at Pepin a's on Centrnl. Also daily
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
11/14
MEN AND WOMEN looking for a way to balance
mind, body, and emotions. Call days: David 243·
5333; nights: March 2•12·7303,
11/18
MARY -I'll g-et 5omething else to- do:... with
someone who likes Carraro's Pizzas as much as I
do,Nick.
11/13
SHOWCASE, For: AU facets of performing arts:
mime, psychodrama,. magicians, puppeteers, pain·
ters, scuipturers, mind readers, etc. If you have
talent the world needs to know-we have the
place ... Call Toby 296-7555.
11/14
TIMELESS GIFTS· Books for all seasons at UNM
BOOKSTORE. Southwestern, art, gift & child
rens-givc a book this Christmas!
'11/13

2.

ACCURATE FESTIVE BIRTH Horoscopes
drawn by Professional Astrologer $5,QO. Unique
Christmas, birthday gift. Interpr:etath;m $15.
Astrology classes begin D~c. 4, 1975, Bill Nolan,
268~0247.
11/18
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on df~scrtations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frnuenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM seleCtric.
accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147.
11/19

Guara~tecd

WILL
3292.

TYPE
11/14

PAPERS.

Call

Kim

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts, t.hesis,
dissertations, 50c per page, 345-3288.
11/14

4.

FORRENT

ROOMMAT:E NEEDED~ Spacious SW vodley
home-fireplace, ' den wI WOCldburning stove,
large fenced yard, $80/monlh. utilities included.
Mitch, days 836-5005.
11/17

ROOM IN

BEA UTIFUI. mountain foothllls
home, Mature responsible professional woman
preferred. 294-4944.
11/17

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT $125, one bed·
room apartment $110, $75 deposit, 1216 Marble
NW.294-4944, 243·6389.
· 11/17

5.

FORSALE

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
12/4
Central NE, 268·8455.
FRYE BOOTS Womcns 7 new, make offer. Pat
268·8741.
11/13

LOST & FOUND

ll/18

SILVER SHADE Persian cat, female, year old.
$60 mtlke offer. 765-1588.
11/18
VW CAMPER 1961 new engine & transmission,
11/19
radials, $600. 262..0185.
ROYAL ULTRONIC OFii'ICE Typewriter, Good
condition. $2l5 new. Sell $75. 243-5447,
11/19

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest Europenn makes, Gitanes $115; Ber·
tins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
2122Coal PI SE. 843-9378.
tfn
SHEP'S M0f£QRCYCLE accessories & parts,
street and dirt, 9607 Menaul NE. 2921642,
ll/14
SCHWINN VARSITY 26", Recently overhauled,
cleaned, lubed, front to back. New cables, brake
p..:dsn\l around. 247-1457 R<lbert.
11/17

PIONEER SR-202 stereo reverberation nmpli·
fier $65, 266·5158,
11/14
PETRI 55mm CAMERA, SLR, automatic view
finder very good condition $90, Also 8-track
Clarion car stereo with FM radio and two Jensen
speakers $100. Will negotiate. Denise 898-9783
leave message.
11/13

6.

EMPLOYMENT

A;ij

8.

Friday, November 14, 1975

'YANTED; Us~d pinball machines, any Cllndi·

NEW MEXICO'S BiriYClJE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus-Cycl~ry, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190,
tfn

''HAYWIRE" B~~dio~irc
Cull243·3632. 83J.5908.

LA BELLE'S IS AGA)N hiring Cor Christmas
help-Cull and p.nt time sales and cashiering people

tJOll,

293-1818.

-~----

----~-

·-

1215
·--- --·-·----.

MALE SIAMESE CAT wanted -to -;;t~
female blucpoinL Siamest' immcdiolely, call
243·5821 evl'nings.
11:)4

------

--.

.

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonhl)les, blin·
dhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4,00,
262·0637.
ll/14

--~----·-

·-

-.

·-

~

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. After·
noons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday night.<?, Must be 21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save Way
Liquor· Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NE.
11/25

KA YAK·almosl new dick held medal with pad·
die $130. 831~0696.
11/13
NEW CORON AMATIC 2200 electric typewriter,
excellent condition, $250 <Jr best <JCCer. Cnll 242·
7309.
11/17

WORK 3 Evenings nnd Saturdays. $90 weekly
avg,£.ar necessary. 255-63093·5 PM only.

11/13

arthur knight

Thursday
Lecture by
Arthur Knight
Sex in the
Cinema
SUB Ballroom

Friday
Gumshoe

(aulhor ot'•Piayboy"s .. Sez in the Cinema series)

wilh

sex in lhe cinema

Intelligent and
Entertaining!

aa illuslraled hislor1·
'

Saturday

WEDDING INVITATIONS & Photography.
Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.
11/13
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Cu.!ltom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of film, Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, i£ asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
ten

Covered
· 'WV'ago.n
Makers o1-Hand M~e lndion Jewelry

Sex in the Cinema

Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB B9x office & Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00
General Admission $2.00

ASUNM Results Still Unofficial
•
Run-Off. Likely 1n
Elections

M, -r;;~·nt;.y·,J~~~~

wanted. Apply;< 1CI20 Mcnnul NE during regular
showroom hours.
11/14

AM/FM B·track _r~corder with all the goodies.
11114
$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

Creator of Playboy magazine's
popular and provocative series
Sex in the Cinema is on tour
with his exciting film-lecture
presentation The History of

D.AILV

MISCELLANEOUS

GRILL & FOUNTAIN HELP needed. Apply
in person Dairy Queen lh l, 6313 Central NE.
11/18

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. trn

YOU PICK EM, we'll pic em. Pie Inc. Free
estimates. 881·3134.
11118

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

New Mexico

VISIT RIO DE JANEIRO this Easter
9·17 price $~42 includes air fare, 13 meals', ho~l
transfers. Ca\1293·4200,
tlll8

!YANTED: All kinds of tools! 294·80~6:---liii8

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipmenl40, 50% of[. All reasonable of.
fers accepted. Quality SlE'reo, 3105 Central NE.
256·3505.
11/14

persoa

WANT SOME HONEST DIALOGUE? Throe
small groups are being formed at First United
Presbyterian Church, 215 Locus, NE, beginning
this week and running f~r six weeks: Thursdays,
7:30p.m. "So What's the Difference" (Focusing on
contemporary Christian denominations); Sundays,
10 a.m. "For God's Sake, Be Human!" {The human
aspeds of the Christian Faith); Tuesdays, 7:30
p.m. "Self·Empowermcnt & Awareness"
(Focusing on seU·assertivenessJ. For more in·
formntlon contact Gary Weaver (24'1·9591} or San·
dy Schiltz 1247-98711.
11/18

'

RIDE NEEDED Austin Tex. or 3 hours with'
Nov 21·26. 277-3871.
11/14
m.

--~- ---~------

•

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of N1•vt
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050.
11' 14

TRAVEL

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S. America, Africa, etc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. Expenses paid,
sightseeing. Free info.·Write: International Job
Center, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
1/21

1ft

SERVICES

7.

WANTED: Permission to photograph medium7
large female dog with pups. 255·4239 Rft 0
11/14
er
1:00.

·This Thursday 8:00 pm Popejoy Hall

FOUND, CASH, during the week ending Nov.
6. 277-2557.
11/14

3.

266·

MIDAS MUFFLER for- chevy. Call 265-5495

after 5.

Night of the
Living Dead
7, 9 & 11 pm

OLDTOWN

--lliJS

The official results of Wednesday's ASUNM election are
still unknown with another count
of the votes scheduled today and
a possible run-off election in the
offing.
·
Although the votes were coun·
ted Wednesday night, problems
developed when 35 more ballots
were counted than there were
signatures for people voting.
The problem was compoUJ1ded
when the unofficial tally of the
ballots showed several candidates in the running for the
last four student senate berths in
the election. In all, ten senatorial
seats were up for grabs.
Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM
Attorney General, yesterday
said today's recount of the ballots
will be conducted with tight
security to insure that no more
problen:1s develop.
Sanderoff said the recount will
"'"rmme how many candidates
have to be involved in any
run-off.
Such a run-off, though ap·
necessary at this point,
be called off if those canwho did not score in the
ten in the unoffiCial tally (but
came close) withdraw from
The unofficial count showed
Jaramillo of the USDA
as the leader. He received
Other winners were Rick
Independent (676 votes),
Wiliams- USDA Slate
673),
Rolando
tlena•!idE~z-Student
Veterans
Ellen Greenblatt- USDA

follows: Celia Knight-Dynamic
Duo (551), Les Lamkin-Student
. Veterans (529), Ellen Robinson-Dynamic Duo (528), Charles
Barnhart-Student Veterans
(526), Bob West- USDA Slate
(522), Bill Craig- USDA Slate
Kenneth
Tomlin·
(521),
son- Student Veterans (518)
Steven Shriver- USDA Slat~
(508), James McAtee=-Student
Veterans (503), and Mark Mar·
tinez-Juntos Party and Mike
Israeli Consul General Ehud Lador
Price-Student Veterans, both of
whom received 487 votes.
The reinammg candidates
were Freddie Montoya-Juntos
Partv
(483),
DouR:
Wood-Student Vets (471), Glen
Heider-USDA Slate (468), Tom
Kent- Upward Bound (461)
Francis Sieber- USDA Slat~
(456), Brenda Peoples-Juntos
By Tim Gallagher
Party (429), David C. Cooksey
The
Is;aeli
Consul
General
for the Southwest spoke to about 20
III-~untos Party (365), and
students
m
the
UNM
SUB
Thursday.
Alex1s McNaughton- Upward
Bound (335).
Ehud Lat1or, who has been Consul General for the Southwest
In all, the unofficial tally (headqu~rters in Houston) since 1972, spoke softly except for when
showed that 2041 students voted the. subJect tur~,ed to the ~a.lestine Liberatio~ Organization (PLOJ
in Wednesday's election-280 at wh1ch he called, The Palestmmn Murder Orgamzation."
Lador sa.i~ his duties as Consul General for Oklahoma, Arkansas,
the Geology building polling site,
313 at La Posada, 332 at the T.e~as, Lou:smna and New Mexico include, "looking after visas and
Farris Engineering site, 332 at g1vm~ out mformation t.o the United States public." Lador goes on
President Davis' lawn and 892 at speakmlf tours and publishes material about Israel. He said "We do
not pubhsh lies."
'
the SUB Ballroom.
~f ~.he recent U. N .. decision to equate Zionism with Racism, Lad or
The proposed ASUNM Consmd,
It can not be taken seriously. The state of Israel is not constitution passed by a vote of 1175
about the U.N. resolution because it is ridiculous. We are not
cer?ed
to 300, although whether the
racists;
we have always been the victims of racism.
vote mean.s the Constitution will
:'Th~ d~cisi?n will hurt the U.N. more than it will hurt Israel," he
be adopted is still unresolved.
sa1d.
ASUNM Attorney General Jews.Zwmsm Is a movement to establish Israel as the homeland for all
Sanderoff said the present con·
stitution states any amendments . "The situation in the U. N. is unreal," Lad or said. "We will remain
or changes to it must be ap- m the u'. N. and hope that they begin to use some common sense. The
U. N. uses power against Israel." He said he was encouraged by the
tcont;nul'd
3}

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Paily Lobo
time(sl. beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; !}.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

...:L..L -•
Brian Sanderoff

Slate (647), Kathy Elsberry(604), and Les Marshall-Student
Veterans (593).
Pamela Cyran-Student
Veterans
(565),
Greg
Cruz-Student Veterans (561)
and Ginger Kilbourne- USDA
Slate (560) garnered the eighth
through tenth positions respectively, but none of them received
enough support to guarantee
that the 35 vote discrepancy
would not have affected their
standing.
As a result, after today's
recount of the ballots a run-off
election could be called by the
ASUNM Court between Cyran,
Cruz and Kilbourne and their
closest competitors.
The competition went as

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Enclosed $ - · - Placed by

.Telephone_

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Methadone: Keeping Junkies Off Heroin?
By Mike Gallagher
note: This is tlie final part of a series
with heroin addiction and its treatment in

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

I

Israeli Consul Says
Resolution Ridiculous

·

New Mexico Daily Lobo

I
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The sun is but an orange streak above the San· ·
Mountains and the people who are climbing out ,
the sewers have dug into their arms stand out· .'
a La Llave storefront.
The people are junkies; some are heroin junkies,
are methadone junkies. They are there to
a small cup of red liquid which is their daily
of methadone.
Hands turn blue from the cold and some need to .
the methadone down with water. For some ·
· is the first stop before going to work. For most
day will be spent looking for work, which. tthey 1. i
, I not be able to get because a doctor will not ' ~·
1 a physical report. Still others will spend the ,.
looking for a fix.
.
Son;e
of
the
people
that
come
into
the
program
,
·
1
hke the typical television junkie, but others . f
be the construction worker living next door t
the "nice," clean-cut couple you niet hiking in .'.i
Colorado last summer.
y
1,nettlad<>nfeederal law a "client" must pick up the 1
~~·
six days a week-urine samples a!e ~
taken-for the first 90 days. It is hard to get a ·!
from methadone, and junkies coming off the
•
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It's meant to keep them off the junk.

street cannot get high off the dose received in
program.
·There are six La Llave storefronts in
Albuquerque; three storefronts working in
met~adone tr~atment, one drug free storefront,
one mtake umt and a multi-service unit. There
also a 21-day detoxification center at BCMC.
La Llave helped to arranged interviews with
., several persons in their programs.
~AN.' 30, came back from Vietnam with shrap·
nel m ?Is l~g and, as he put it, "a messed up head."
He IS d1fferent from many addicts; he did not
start shooting until he was 28. "It becanie harder
to get valium. Doctors wouldn't give it to me at the
Veterans Hospital-neither would the private doc':· to;s. I was real nervous and I couldn't sleep," he
.. sa1d quietly.
·
"A friend told me about heroin. He said it would
help me sleep. It got bad-the money wasn't going
to my wife and kids. She was the one who told me
about methadone. I had never heard of it before,"
he shrugged.
"I sold a lot of turquoise, stolen turquoise ... yeah,
most of it was stol!:n. See, I'd buy it for $35-sell it
for $100-the pieces might be worth $200," he said.
He has been in the methadone program for a few
months. "I still shoot once or twice a month.
friends have the stuff and ask me if I want it .
it's only like $25 a month," he explained.
(Continued on page 8)
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